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Abstract

Worldwide, cutaneous lesions care represents a daily challenge for the medical 
system, with an increasing prevalence from year to year (from ~5 million in 2005 
to about 8 million in 2018) and high costs for their treatment (between ~$28 billion 
and ~$97 billion). Injuries are the most frequent and destructive form of skin dam-
age, affecting patients’ quality of life. To promote wound healing, an ideal treatment 
involves proper dressings that can manage the local pain, inflammation, or infec-
tion. Passive or dry traditional dressings, such as cotton, gauze, or lint, have limited 
therapeutic actions and demand periodic replacement of the dressing. Therefore, 
an optimal alternative for advanced wound care is represented by hydrogels, one of 
the five classes of modern dressings, which assure excellent local moisture, due to 
their high ability to absorb a large volume of water inside their three-dimensional 
networks. Moreover, hydrogels possess suitable biocompatibility, biodegradability, 
porosity, elasticity, flexibility, and biological properties similar to the extracellular 
matrix. This chapter presents the main characteristics of the hydrogels and the recent 
research regarding the development of new hydrogel dressings, based on natural, 
semi-synthetic, or synthetic biopolymers, loaded with varied therapeutic agents to 
stimulate the tissue regeneration of different etiologies cutaneous lesions.

Keywords: different etiologies wounds, hydrogel dressings, wound healing, wound 
management, tissue regeneration, therapeutic agents sustained release

1. Introduction

With a length of ~2 m2 and weight of ~15% of the body mass, the skin represents 
a sophisticated tissues complex of the human body, being the largest and the heaviest 
organ [1]. Due to its optimal physicochemical characteristics, the skin is a dynamic 
and effective outermost barrier, defending the body against the external surroundings 
[2]. In addition to the role of physical protection, the skin is involved in the regulation 
of the body’s homeostasis, synthesis of vitamin D [3], and control of the temperature 
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and blood pressure. Furthermore, it impedes dehydration, maintains an optimal 
level of moisture and body nutrients, and exhibits self-healing properties [4]. Skin 
is also an essential sensory organ when it connects with the environment, and the 
stimulation is perceived on the human body as pain, temperature, and pressure [5]. 
Normal skin represents a stratified epithelium that is composed of three principal 
layers: epidermis, dermis, and subcutaneous tissue. The epidermis is made up of 
many cells, including melanocytes, Merkel, and Langerhans cells, but keratinocytes 
are the most numerous (~95%). This stratum has a thickness of 0.05–0.1 mm, and 
it does not contain blood vessels and sensory nerve endings [6]. Dermis represents 
a hard fibrous layer, due to its composition in collagen and elastic tissues. It is based 
on a supporting network that furnishes elasticity and toughness to the skin. Dermis 
exhibits a noticeable ability to absorb the water. Its thickness varies from 0.5 mm to 
5 mm or more according to the skin region. Compared to the epidermis, the dermis is 
vascularized [7]. Hypodermis (subcutaneous tissue) represents the profound stratum 
of the skin, and it is made of fat cells among which are found elastin fibers, collagen, 
nerves, lymphatic, and blood vessels. The main roles of this layer are to store energy, 
to thermally insulate the body, and to defend against physical trauma [8].

Being the main organ that interacts directly with the environment, the skin is 
principally disturbed by external agents, such as chemicals, microorganisms, UV and 
electromagnetic radiations, allergens, heat, pollution, and mechanical trauma [9]. On 
the other hand, the skin can also suffer various modifications due to behavioral fac-
tors (smoking, alcohol, and nutrition), physiological factors (obesity), demographic 
factors (age and gender), and pathological factors (numerous local and systemic 
diseases) [10, 11]. All these mentioned factors often generate a skin injury and a delay 
in the healing process, so the restoration of healthy and functional skin is still a big 
challenge for the medical community [12] and an increasing problem worldwide 
[13]. Depending on the degree of the skin damage, cutaneous lesions can necessitate 
a long-term treatment, which involves a huge financial cost for global healthcare 
systems [14]. Statistics showed that the number of people with skin injuries of differ-
ent etiologies worldwide is constantly growing from ~5 million in 2005, ~6 million in 
2015 to about 8 million in 2018, and the total costs for their medical care are estimated 
to be between ~$28 billion and ~ $97 billion. Taking into account the dynamics of the 
factors that cause damage to the skin tissue, in the coming years, the total costs for 
their treatment are expected to rise [15, 16]. From all types of wounds, chronic lesions 
have the highest incidence in the population. Thus, in developed countries, approxi-
mately 1–2% of people will suffer a chronic lesion during their lifetime [17]. The 
highest increase is in the case of injuries caused by diabetes because it is estimated 
that in 2025 there will be at least 400 million people with diabetes globally, most cases 
being in South Africa, Asia, and Africa. About 15–25% of these people will develop 
throughout their life one of the major complications of diabetes which is the diabetic 
foot ulcer [18].

Most often a wound is accompanied by pain that can vary from mild to severe 
depending on the degree of the skin impairment. Hence, the personal life qual-
ity of the patients is considerably affected because they have to limit their daily 
activities, which negatively influences their physical, psychological, and social 
conditions [19, 20].

Optimal wound management needs physicians to comprehend the etiology of  
the wound, its healing time and complexity, the mechanism of injury healing, and 
the factors which affect the skin regeneration to make the right decision regarding the 
most efficient treatment for a proper cutaneous tissue restoration [21]. Since ancient 
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times, the care of a lesion involves its cleaning and applying a patch (traditional 
dressing) that allows protection from the external environment, but it cannot absorb 
high amount of exudates and requires regular application that produces soreness when 
changing the patch; moreover, the common patch owns modest adhesive characteris-
tics and cannot furnish an adequate drainage for the injury. Consequently, the wound 
healing process is delayed, and the quality of the patient’s life is seriously affected [22]. 
Nowadays, those patches have been switched with new wound dressings (modern 
dressings) that function as a physical and defensive barrier, swallowing the exudate 
and facilitating the healing process [23]. Over the last few years, modern dressings 
have been developed, which include hydrogels, hydrocolloids, semi-permeable films, 
foams, and alginates [24]. Comparing to the traditional dressings, these modern 
wound dressings, due to their improved structure, have a high capacity to generate 
a moist environment all over the skin lesion and to keep it, promoting the healing 
process and the reepithelialization by developing the proliferation of fibroblasts and 
enhancing the synthesis of collagen [25]. Moreover, they are semi-permeable and 
highly absorbent dressings and semi-occlusive or occlusive that stimulate the granula-
tion tissue production and promote the epithelial cells movement from the injury 
margins to its center, providing an enlarged functionality [22].

Thus, this chapter highlights the main structural and functional properties of 
hydrogels, which are hydrophilic macromolecular networks, formed by crosslinking 
of diverse polymers, physically or chemically [26]. Also, this chapter presents recent 
studies regarding the broad applicability of hydrogels as bioactive dressings, which, 
after application to the wound bed and alleviate the pain, inflammation, and infec-
tion that generally follow a lesion [27]. Primary results consist of anatomical, func-
tional, and esthetic restoration of the skin, improving the patient’s quality of life [28].

2. Complexity of cutaneous lesions and skin regeneration process

Cutaneous lesions appear while the skin tissue is broken, or the cellular stability is 
imperiled under the action of physical, chemical, mechanical, and thermal agents or 
because of genetic diseases and metabolism-linked factors [29].

In the first instance, skin injuries can be clinically partitioned into acute and 
chronic injuries. Acute lesions are those wounds that often heal totally, with minimal 
scarring, in a period between 8 and 12 weeks [30]. Mainly, acute lesions can be pro-
duced by mechanical trauma; thus, these types of lesions can be classified inside one 
of these eight types: abrasions (it happens when a mechanical power scratches away a 
limited thickness of the skin) [31], avulsions (occurs when the primary layers of the 
skin are cut from the underlying fascia, for example, injury produced by animal bites) 
[32], contusions or bruises (fist leads to a contusion), crush wounds, cuts (knife or 
paper can cause a cut), fish hook injuries, incised wounds (it is the result of a surgical 
cut inside the skin) [33], and lacerations or tears (it means a break in the skin, which 
can be generated by a sharp object, for example, metal, glass, or wood) [34, 35]. Also, 
in the category of acute wounds are found burns and chemical lesions. On the other 
hand, chronic wounds heal slowly, their healing time exceeds 3 months, and they 
often reoccur. According to the Wound Healing Society, in this category of cutaneous 
lesions are included: pressure, venous, and arterial insufficiency, diabetic ulcers, and 
also malignant wounds [17].

Furthermore, from an etiological point of view, cutaneous lesions can be catego-
rized as follows: surgical wound, which is a mechanical lesion produced by surgical 
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incisions, for example, to eliminate tumors [36]. Traumatic injury is an accidental 
and a spontaneous lesion that can vary from a small wound, such as a scraped knee, 
to a serious injury, such as a gunshot lesion. Abrasions, lacerations, skin tears, bites, 
burns, crush, and stab injury are some examples of traumatic wounds [37]. Radiation 
lesion is the result of radiotherapy and surgery, two treatment methods that are 
generally used for the therapy of cancerous tumors, lesions whose delayed healing 
produces physiological and psychological stress to the patient [38]. Chemical and 
thermal injuries (burns) are produced by a diversity of factors such as radiation 
exposure, electricity, corrosive chemicals, or thermal agents [39]. In these types of 
injuries, it is very important to know how deep the wounds are and how much of the 
body surface is affected, all these for good management that can lead to a decrease 
of wounds healing time [40]. According to World Health Organization, there are 
reported globally every year more than 11 million burn wounds and their medical 
care passes $12 billion per year [41]. A lesion becomes malignant when cancerous cells 
attack the epithelium, penetrate blood and lymph vessels, and invade the epidermis; 
mostly, this type of wound produces death and necrosis of the tissue [42]. Melanoma 
is metastatic skin cancer, with an increased risk of death, produced by uncontrolled 
growth of melanocytes that spread abnormally in neighboring tissues. This type of 
cancer produces severe wounds, requiring special treatment for optimum treatment 
[43]. Psoriasis is an autoimmune disease, characterized by erythematous-scaly lesions 
(crumbly white peels on irritated skin background) on the scalp, elbow, and knees, 
lesions to the face caused by sun exposure, and lesions at the level of the inguinal, 
axillary, or interfacial skin folds [44]. A pressure ulcer (pressure lesion, pressure 
sore, decubitus ulcer, or bedsore) is a surface of localized disturbance to the skin and 
hidden tissue, and it is induced by pressure, shear, or rubbing. The main risk factors 
that can lead to a pressure ulcer are incomplete nutrition, peripheral vascular disease 
[45], elderly people, obesity, diabetes, inadequate posture, pregnancy, smoking, or 
an increased frequency of infection (osteomyelitis) [46]. The most frequent com-
plication of diabetes mellitus is diabetic foot ulcer, which affects 15–25% of diabetic 
patients. This is a condition that requires a long period for healing, or in some cases, 
it does not heal and can lead to infection, the major consequence being lower limb 
amputation [47, 48]. In close relation with diabetic foot ulcer is vascular ulcer, which 
is caused by disorders of the circulatory system; there are two principal types: venous 
ulcer (varicose ulcer) and arterial ulcer [49].

Based on contamination and postoperative infection risk, wounds can be classified 
in classes I, II, III, or IV. Class I or clean wound includes injuries that are infection-
free, although current bacteria on the skin contaminate the injury [50]. Class II or 
clean-contaminated wound involves injuries, which affect the respiratory and diges-
tive system, characterized by no loss of tissue fluid [51]. Class III or contaminated 
wound contains non-purulent inflammation and class IV or dirty/infected wound 
contains purulent inflammation [52].

According to appearance and injured tissue coloration, a wound can present 
necrotic tissue (characterized by a black or olive green coloration, often at pres-
sure ulcer) [53], sloughy tissue (characterized by yellow coloration, related with 
excess exudates, produced during the inflammatory stage) [54], granulation tissue 
(characterized by red or deep pink coloration, typical for proliferative phase) [55], 
epithelializing tissue (characterized by pink coloration and formation of a new 
epidermis; it develops in migratory and proliferative phases) [56], and infected 
(malodorous) tissue (characterized by red coloration, hot inflamed tissue, pus 
formation, and unpleasant odor) [57].
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An injury is classified according to complexity in simple and complex (compli-
cated). A simple wound affects the skin tissue without any complication. On the other 
hand, a complex wound leads to a major tissue loss and a complicated wound involves 
an infected complex wound [58, 59].

Conforming to the depth of injury or number of skin layers affected, a wound 
can be superficial, partial thickness, or deep dermal and full thickness. A superficial 
wound is characterized by affecting only the epidermal skin surface, with minimum 
scars and a short period for healing, less than 10 days [60, 61]. A partial thickness or 
deep dermal wound represents a type of injury that affects the epidermis and also 
the inner dermal layers, containing blood vessels, sweat glands, and hair follicles; it 
requires between 10 and 21 days for healing, with the formation of scar and reepithe-
lialization [62, 63]. A full thickness wound appears when hypodermis and also epider-
mal and dermal layers are damaged and the healing time is longer than the other two 
types of wounds (more than 21 days) [64, 65].

The regeneration of cutaneous lesions represents a fundamental physiological 
process that consists of a succession of cellular and biochemical events, which 
begin when a skin lesion occurs in order to reestablish the impaired tissue. The 
wound healing process involves more consecutive stages, but which still overlap: 
hemostasis, inflammation, proliferation, reepithelialization, and remodeling; 
therefore, skin tissue repair is one of the most complex processes that occur in the 
human body [66].

Multiple factors can delay the wound healing process, such as: different underly-
ing physiological diseases (diabetes mellitus, human immunodeficiency virus, tumor 
resection, after organ transplantation, inborn genetic immunodeficiencies, burns, 
hypoxia, and vascular and autoimmune disease or cancer), obesity, continuous 
infection, stress, elderly population, sex hormones, gender, smoking, and malnutri-
tion [67, 68]. Another cause for this delayed wound healing and epithelialization is 
represented by high levels of proteolytic enzymes and cytokines [69]. These factors 
lead to the production of a substantial amount of exudate [70], which decreases 
the mobility of lymphocytes and produces maceration of healthy tissue around the 
injury, the major problem which results being the inhibition of the wound repair 
process [71].

3. Bioactive hydrogel-based wound dressings

Traditionally, wound dressings have to protect lesions from physical impairment 
and secondary infection, to ensure thermal isolation, to be comfortable, and to be 
quickly changed by a new dressing, without producing any trauma on the lesion 
site, facilitating the dermal regeneration, playing a passive role in the evolution of 
the wound healing process [72]. Presently, these functions are constantly evolving. 
Medical healthcare systems demand for new “intelligent” products, which function 
not only as a protective barrier but also strongly promote the skin repair process 
[73]. Over the last few decades, there were developed numerous modern (advanced) 
wound dressings to stimulate the regeneration of cutaneous lesions, such as semi-per-
meable films and foams, hydrocolloids, alginates, hydrofibers, and hydrogels. These 
advanced products for optimal clinical management of skin wounds represent, in 
2019, about $7.1 billion of the international market, and their manufacture is expected 
to increase to about $12.5 billion in 2022 [74]. Of all these modern products, the most 
competitive candidate is represented by hydrogels.
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3.1 Molecular structure of hydrogels

Hydrogels, also known as aquagels, are a three-dimensional (3D) and crosslinked 
network of polymer chains, which can absorb massive quantities of water and body 
fluids due to their hydrophilic functional groups (hydroxyl, carboxyl, amide, and 
amino), adhering to the polymeric backbone [75]. The term “hydrogel” has been 
invented for the first time in 1894 by van Bemmelen. Due to their 3D structure, the 
molecular weight goes to infinity. The fundamental feature that characterizes the 
molecular structure of the hydrogel is the mesh size. There are two ways to crosslink 
the hydrogels: physically through hydrogen bonds and chemically through covalent 
bonds. The main property of the hydrogel is the super-absorbent capacity of water 
molecules that diffuse into the hydrogel network [76].

The molecular structure of hydrogel loaded or not with a bioactive agent is 
illustrated in Figure 1.

The swelling hydrogel includes three major phases:

1. Primary bound water—the molecules of water adhere to the hydrophilic moieties 
from the hydrogel structure;

2. Secondary bound water—the molecules of water combine with the hydrophobic 
moieties from the hydrogel structure;

3. Free water—the molecules of water totally swell into the empty spaces from the 
hydrogel structure.

The swelling ratio varies in accordance with polymers’ content and the density of 
crosslinking [77].

3.2 Classification of hydrogels

Hydrogels products can be classified according to different measurable parameters 
as detailed below:

Figure 1. 
Molecular structure of hydrogel: (a) without bioactive agent, and (b) with bioactive agent.
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a. source: natural, synthetic, or hybrid (mixture of natural and synthetic polymers);

b. physical aspect: film, gel, matrix, or micro−/nanoparticles (microspheres) 
according to the method of the polymerization used in the preparation process;

c. dimensions: macro−/micro−/nanogel;

d. polymer composition: homopolymeric, heteropolymeric, copolymeric, hybrid, 
composites, or interpenetrating polymer network (IPNs);

e. network structure: permanent (chemical or irreversible crosslinking) or non-
permanent (physical or reversible crosslinking);

f. preparation method: copolymerization, complex coacervation, irradiation, or 
using enzymes;

g. sensitivity to stimuli: physical (pressure, sound, temperature, light, and mag-
netic and electric fields), chemical (pH, molecular species, solvent content, and 
ionic strength), or biochemical (enzymes, antigens, and ligands) stimuli;

h. polymer network charge: amphoteric, non-ionic, ionic (cationic and anionic), or 
zwitterion (polybetaines);

i. chains configuration: non-crystalline (amorphous), semi-crystalline, crystalline, 
hydrogen-bonded, or hydrocolloids;

j. physical properties: smart or conventional;

k. biodegradability: biodegradable or non-biodegradable;

l. sensitivity to environmental factors: temperature, electric and magnetic fields, 
sound, enzymes, pH, or light;

m. equilibrium swelling grade (SWD): low (20–50%), medium (50–90%), high 
(90–99.5%—these hydrogels exhibit proper biocompatibility and permeability, 
which make them the most suitable for use in the medical domain), or superab-
sorbent hydrogels (>99.5%) [78–80].

Regarding the network structure, hydrogels are mostly manufactured from 
crosslinking networks, so there are two major categories of hydrogels: physically 
and chemically crosslinked hydrogels. Physically crosslinked hydrogels have gained 
importance due to the fact that they are easy to produce because no crosslinking 
agents are used during the synthesis process; thus, these types of hydrogels are used 
in biomedical, pharmaceutical, and food industries. Many methods are used to gener-
ate physically crosslinked hydrogels: freeze-thawing, stereocomplex formation, ionic 
interaction, hydrogen bonding, maturation (heat-induced aggregation), noncovalent 
interaction, and thermoreversible gels [81]. Chemically crosslinked hydrogels pres-
ent covalent bonds in the middle of the polymeric network that generate permanent 
hydrogels formation. These types of hydrogels are formed through reactions between 
functional groups of polymeric chains. Many methods are used to generate chemically 
crosslinked hydrogels: condensation reactions, polymer–polymer crosslinking, high 
energy irradiation, enzymatic reaction, grafting, and radical polymerization [82].
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3.3 Functional and technical properties of hydrogels

Hydrogels are of huge interest for the development of new wound dressings due 
to their outstanding mechanical and biochemical traits (biocompatibility, biodegrad-
ability, hydrophilicity, and the porous structure similar to the extracellular matrix) 
[83]. They are composed of 90 wt% water and 10 wt% different nature biopolymers. 
This high water content produces soothing and cooling effects, which reduce the 
perceived pain. Hydrogels stimulate the healing process through their moisture 
exchanging actions, which generate a proper microclimate between the dressing and 
the injury bed [74]. Depending on their composition, hydrogel-based dressings pres-
ent a high power to swallow up to 1 kg of injury exudate per gram of dressing [84]. 
Thus, hydrogel-based dressings furnish optimal moisture on the lesion site, which has 
various advantages: to avoid the injury from drying out, to mitigate the pain percep-
tion, to damage the fibrin and dead tissues, and to allow the communication between 
target cells and growth factors [85].

Regarding the polymeric component, hydrogels can be produced from natural 
polymers (cellulose and its derivatives, collagen, hyaluronic acid, chitosan and its 
derivatives, gelatin, alginate, keratin, fibrin, pectin, elastin, dextran, chitin, and 
gums) and synthetic polymers (polyvinyl alcohol, polylactic acid, polyethylene 
oxide, polyglycolic acid, polyacrylic acid, poly ε-caprolactone, polyethylene glycol, 
polyacrylamide, vinyl acetate, N-vinyl-2 pyrrolidone, 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate, 
methoxyl polyethylene glycol, ethylene glycol diacrylate, and poloxamer) [78, 83].

Hydrogels are colorless and odorless; they also exhibit the highest capacity to 
absorb fluids in saline medium, a high absorbency under load, low price, proper 
stability, and durability during the storage and in swelling conditions, neutral pH 
after swelling in water, nontoxicity, and photostability [75]. Hydrogels allow an excel-
lent mechanical safety, a suitable gases exchange (CO2 and O2), the stimulation of 
angiogenesis, and the absorption of local exudates; thus, epithelial cells can flourish, 
and the healing process accelerates to restore the skin layers with minimal scars. Also, 
hydrogels exhibit non-adhesive characteristics, malleability, and smoothness, so they 
are easy to applicate and remove without tissue impairment [86].

Moreover, the transparent structure of these dressings allows a suitable evalua-
tion of the wound healing progress, without the dressing being removed. Therefore, 
hydrogel-based dressings are the first option to treat dry, necrotic lesions, superficial 

Figure 2. 
The action mode of hydrogel-based dressing on cutaneous lesion for accelerating the wound healing process.
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Type of lesion Polymer composition Bioactive agent/−s Obtaining method/hydrogel type and properties Ref.

Post-surgical 
lesion

Chitosan Naproxen Dissolution/thermosensitive; analgesic effect, postoperative adhesions 
treatment

[89]

Polyglutamic acid/
pluronic F127

Paclitaxel Double crosslinking/self-healing after surgical removal of melanoma, 
proper hemostatic effect, antibacterial activity, and mechanical properties

[90]

Poloxamer 407/sodium 
hyaluronate

Ropivacaine Physical blending/thermosensitive; analgesic effect, efficient long-term pain 
alleviation

[91]

Radiation-
induced lesion

Carbopol Sildenafil citrate Physical blending/notable wound contraction, minimization of skin 
impairment, excellent tensile strength, enhanced production of granulation 
tissue, mature collagen fibers, and less inflammatory infiltrates

[92]

Alginate/hyaluronic 
acid/polylysine

Curcumin and epigallocatechin gallate Crosslinking/angiogenesis stimulation, inflammation relief, and reactive 
oxygen species (ROS) scavenge

[93]

Burns Alginate Vancomycin, gentamicin, or 
minocycline

Physical blending/infection treatment and burn depth reduction [94]

Chitosan Gold nanoparticles and Aerva javanica Crosslinking/antimicrobial and antioxidant activities [95]

Keratin Ciprofloxacin Physical blending/antibacterial effect, collagen deposition, tissue 
remodeling, and macrophage recruitment

[96]

Hydroxypropyl 
methylcellulose/
hydroxyapatite

Silver nanoparticles Crosslinking/3D porous network, high antibacterial, mechanical, optical, 
and spectral properties, proper swelling and degradation ratio, wound 
closure improvement with rapid reepithelialization, and minimal scar 
tissues

[97]

Pressure ulcer Chitosan Genipin Crosslinking/pH-responsive; antimicrobial, hemostatic, and mucoadhesive 
characteristics, wound site pH neutralization, and high swelling capacity

[98]

Polyvinyl alcohol Poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) 
nanoparticles loaded with ciprofloxacin 
hydrochloride

Crosslinking (gamma radiation)/antimicrobial activity, good gel fraction, 
and excellent swelling ability

[99]

Gelatin/silk fibroin Growth factors (adipose-derived stem 
cells and platelet-rich plasma)

Photocrosslinking (UV light)/optimal swelling ratio, rheological and 
mechanical properties, rapid reepithelialization and collagen deposition, 
inflammatory infiltration decrease, increased angiogenesis, and nerve 
regeneration

[100]
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Type of lesion Polymer composition Bioactive agent/−s Obtaining method/hydrogel type and properties Ref.

Venous and 
arterial leg 
ulcers

Chitosan Gallic acid Enzymatic crosslinking/antibacterial and antioxidant activity, inhibition of 
matrix metalloproteinase, myeloperoxidase, and collagenase

[101]

Pluronic F-127 Antisense oligodeoxynucleotides Crosslinking/thermoreversible; anti-inflammatory effect (neutrophil cell 
infiltration reduction)

[102]

Polyvinyl alcohol/
chitosan

Ibuprofen-β-cyclodextrins Physical blending/macroporous network, optimal mechanical and 
morphological properties, anti-inflammatory effect, and scab formation 
prevention

[103]

Diabetic foot 
ulcer

Alginate Polydeoxyribonucleotide Crosslinking/stimulation of cell promotion and angiogenesis [104]

Gelatin methacryloyl Cerium-bioactive glass Photocrosslinkin/proper swelling ratio, cell adhesion, compressive features, 
antibacterial activity, granulation tissue formation, increased angiogenesis, 
and collagen deposition

[105]

Hydroxypropyl methyl 
cellulose

Valsartan Physical blending/antimicrobial effect, decrease of the level of the 
proinflammatory factors

[106]

Chitosan/hyaluronic 
acid

Insulin glargine Crosslinking/pH-responsive; inflammatory phase reduction, enhanced 
collagen deposition, granulation tissue production, reepithelialization, 
neovascularization, and peripheral neuropathy

[107]

Poly(ε-caprolactone)/
poly-(glutamic acid)

Ciprofloxacin Physical blending/inhibition of superoxide free radicals and high 
antibacterial effect

[108]

Psoriatic lesion Carbopol Apremilast Crosslinking/proper anti-inflammatory effect (reduction of TNF-α level) 
and mechanical properties

[109]

Methotrexate Physical blending/anti-inflammatory effect, proper viscoelastic and 
bioadhesive behavior

[110]

Clobetasol propionate Crosslinking/anti-inflammatory, antioxidant, and immunomodulatory 
properties, pseudoplastic behavior, spreadability, and mechanical properties

[111]

Pluronic F-127 Cyclosporine Physical blending/suitable mechanical properties, viscosity, and pH, 
reduction of hyperplasia, and tissue impairment

[112]

Pluronic F-127/
hyaluronic acid

Curcumin Physical blending/optimal anti-inflammatory activity and mechanical 
properties

[113]

Table 1. 
Recent studies regarding the development of new hydrogel dressings based on different polymers composition and bioactive agents for tissue regeneration.
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injuries (burns and skin tears), surgical wounds, radiation burns, sloughy and 
dehydrated lesions, and shallow ulcers. Depending on the hydration level required by 
the lesion, hydrogel dressings need to be changed every 1–3 days [87]. The schematic 
illustration of the action mode of a hydrogel-based dressing on cutaneous lesion for 
accelerating the wound healing process is illustrated in Figure 2.

3.4  Recent studies regarding the development of new hydrogel-based dressings 
for damaged skin regeneration

Hydrogel-based dressings are bioactive dressings, which are extensively used 
to cure different etiologies wounds because they furnish an optimum pH, suitable 
exchange of gases, proper regulation of temperature, and adequate local moisture, 
accelerating the fibroblasts’ proliferation and angiogenesis [88]. These dressings 
present biomimetic characteristics, which make them suitable vehicles for sus-
tained release of various bioactive agents, such as plants extracts, growth factors, 
nucleotides, inorganic compounds, and analgesic, anti-inflammatory, anesthetic, 
or antimicrobial active substances, ideal for scaffolds that target the fundamental 
structures involved in the healing process of the injured skin. Therefore, hydro-
gel-based dressings can reduce, prevent, and treat the tissue maceration, pain, 
inflammation, and infection that usually accompany a skin lesion [87]. Recent 
studies regarding the development of new hydrogel dressings based on different 
polymers composition and bioactive agents for tissue regeneration are summa-
rized in Table 1.

4. Conclusions

Cutaneous lesions care leads to a vast socioeconomic burden, with a huge impact 
on the patient’s quality of life. Thus, this chapter presents a brief approach of hydro-
gels, which are the most outstanding competitors for the development of new wound 
dressings from all five classes of modern (advanced) dressings. Hydrogels have 
attracted the attention of researchers due to their particular 3D structure similar to 
the extracellular matrix, which has a high capacity to absorb large amounts of water 
and biological fluids, and which can also retain in their network external microorgan-
isms. These dressings assure optimal moisture at the wound site and a cooling effect, 
being so comfortable for the patient. Furthermore, hydrogels exhibit a self-healing 
power, interactive structure, biocompatibility, biodegradability, low cost, nontoxic-
ity, bioadhesion, conductivity, elasticity, softness, swelling behavior, transparency, 
stimuli-responsive ability, and controlled release of various bioactive agents. As a 
result of the last feature, this chapter also emphasizes recent studies regarding the 
development of new wound dressings manufactured using different polymeric sup-
ports loaded with various therapeutic agents to stimulate the regeneration of impaired 
skin tissues.
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